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Abstract. In this paper we provide a centralized method for optimally selecting the set of active and backup paths in an optical transport
network in the cases of shared-path restoration and 1 : 1 protection schemes.
We provide novel mixed integer linear programming (MILP) formulations for both the schemes, for a network with full wavelength
conversion capability. The given formulations are not restricted to consider single link failures: the concept of fault event is introduced to handle
the possibility that multiple links go simultaneously under fault. The optimization objective includes the total capacity requirement plus an
additional term related to the active paths reliability. We use a simple decomposition heuristic to support the resolution process.
The optimization is solved for various sample scenarios in order to evaluate the resource saving achieved with the shared-path restoration
scheme. The impact of different factors such as topology, traf®c demand and structure of failures on the resource saving is analyzed. Also, we
provide guidelines about handling differentiated levels of protection within the framework of the proposed formulations.
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1

Introduction and Previous Work

The introduction of IP-based control in the future
optical transport network (OTN) seems to be a wellestablished trend, started from the early concept of
MPlambdaS, and evolved in the more general
GMPLS framework [1]. The MPLS [2], CCAMP [3]
and IPO [4] working groups in the IETF are actively
working in this area.
Among the service requirements for the optical
networks, an important one is to guarantee a high
degree of connection reliability and survivability to
faults by means of some protection and/or restoration
schemes. Following [5] the distinction between
protection and restoration can be made on the basis
of the reaction delay to the fault: for protection
* Contact author.

schemes the requirement is a very fast recovery
(within 100 ms), while restoration schemes may have
less stringent requirements (larger than 100 ms).
Current protection schemes in the transport network
are based on the SONET/SDH layer. Future IP over
optics architecture could no longer foresee SONET/
SDH as transport layer, therefore new protection and
restoration techniques should be deployed in the IPbased optical network. An introduction to protection
and restoration aspects in IP over optics networks can
be found elsewhere [5±8].
Protection and restoration can be done per-section
(also referred as ``line switching'' in Banerjee et al.
[5]) or end-to-end (``path switching''). With persection protection/restoration schemes different
backup paths are used to bypass different possible
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link failures along the active circuit. With end-to-end
protection/restoration a unique backup path is used to
protect the active circuit against any possible failure
along its path. In this case, the active and backup paths
must be disjoint. We will focus here on end-to-end
protection/restoration schemes only, so that the
attribute ``end-to-end'' will often be omitted.
In order to ful®ll the strict requirements on the
reaction delay, the typical protection techniques
foresee the a priori individuation and setup of a
backup circuit, ready to replace the active one in case
of failure. If the backup circuit is always used to
transmit a copy of the traf®c on the active circuit, this
is known as ``1  1'' protection. If the backup path is
setup but it remains idle until the fault occurs, the
scheme is called ``1 : 1'' protection. The advantage of
the protection schemes is obviously the very fast
reaction to faults, the disadvantage is that a large
amount of resources (mainly ®ber wavelengths, or
``lambdas'') are allocated to backup circuits. Some
enhancements with respect to resource usage can be
achieved using the concept of shared-path protection
(``1 : N'', ``M : N'' schemes). Under these schemes, a
single back-up circuit may be used to protect a
multiple set of active circuits at the same time. The
restriction is that the sharing of resources only applies
between active circuits with a common source/
destination pair. The achievable saving of resources
strongly depends on the network topology (how many
disjoint routes exist for each node pair) and on the
traf®c demand (how many circuits are required
between each node pair).
Let us now consider the restoration schemes. The
advantage of these schemes is that the backup paths
are not set-up a priori. They may well be individuated
in advance, but they are actually setup only when the
fault occur. In this scenario, a certain number of
lambdas are reserved on each link for protection, and
in case of fault in some point in the network each of
them can be used to readily setup a backup lightpath
which replaces an active one interrupted by the fault.
This has the advantage that the sharing of resources is
made at the link level rather than at the path level, and
a larger saving of resources than with 1 : 1 protection
can be achieved. The disadvantage of this schemeÐ
referred to as shared-path restoration in the rest of the
paperÐis that the reaction to faults is slower, as it
includes the signaling delay to setup the backup
circuit. Anyway, Yates and Doverspike [6] suggest
that restoration time below 200 ms can be achieved

under realistic assumptions, and this value could be
acceptable in practical cases. In this paper, we provide
a method for optimally selecting the set of active and
backup paths in case of shared-path restoration (SPR)
and in case of 1 : 1 protection (1 : 1P). The approach
followed here is centralized: it is assumed that the set
of traf®c demands and the network topology are
known at some centralized entity which has to
compute the full set of active and backup routes for
such demands. We consider the case of an optical
network with full wavelength conversion capability,
so that no wavelength continuity constraint is
introduced. This allows to represent an optical link
as a bundle of lambdas instead of a bundle of ®bers. In
this work novel mixed integer linear programming
(MILP) formulations are provided for both the SPR
and 1: 1P problems. A simple decomposition heuristic
is used to support the resolution process for the SPR
problem. We solve both the problems for various
sample scenarios, and compare the results in order to
evaluate the gain of SPR vs. 1: 1P in terms of
resources. The impact of different factors such as
topology, traf®c demand and structure of failures on
the resources saving is analyzed.
We also provide guidelines on how to handle the
support of differentiated levels of protection within
the framework of the proposed formulations.
In our model, we are not restricted to consider the
case of single link failure, as it is found in some
previous works [9]. In fact an important concept that
needs to be considered in protection/restoration
schemes is that a given fault may affect a multiple
set of links. The concept of shared risk link group
(SRLG) is under discussion in IETF to cover this
problem [10,11]. A SRLG is a set of links that can be
affected at the same time by a fault (e.g. a cut in the
conduit). In this paper we handle multiple link failures
by means of the concept fault event, which allows for
a great ¯exibility in the modeling of the potential
failures, included contemporary failure of multiple
network elements (link, nodes, interfaces, etc.). Each
fault event speci®es a set of links which can
potentially go under failure at the same time and it
corresponds to a SRLG. Each fault event has an
associated probability, which can be assigned by the
operator on the basis of considerations regarding e.g.
the length of the conduit, its exposure to external
agents, the quality of the ®bers, etc.
In our model the optimization objective includes,
along with the overall capacity consumption, an
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additional term related to the reliability of the active
path. Each fault event has an associated occurrence
probability, from which a measure of reliability for the
links, and then for the routes, can be derived. By
including the reliability measure associated to the
active paths into the objective function, more reliable
routes will be preferred for the active paths, in order to
maximize the reliability of the global network
con®guration.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. First
we introduce the MILP formulations for the optimization problems in Section 2, along with detailed
discussion about their application to real networks.
In Section 3 we present the decomposition heuristic
used to solve the SPR problem. In Section 4 we
provide numerical results for various network
scenarios and compare the performances of SPR
and 1:1P schemes from the point of view of
resources consumption. The conclusions are drawn
in Section 5.

2

Problem Formulations

2.1 Notation
Let us ®rst introduce the notation and the terminology
used throughout the paper to model the optimization
problem. We use generic terms borrowed from the
operations research terminology (node, arc, commodity) and then particularize them to the context of
an optical network (OXC, ®ber, lightpath). The
elements of the model are:
*
*

*

*

*

1.1 Previous Works
MILP formulations applied to global route optimization (also called ``off-line'' routing) in optical
networks were already proposed in some previous
works ([12,13] and further references there), without
covering the problem of protection/restoration. A
MILP formulation was applied in Lakshman and
Kodialam [9] for the problem of dynamic routing
(also called ``on-line'' routing) with restoration in
the context of packet-switched MPLS network.
MILP approaches to ``off-line'' protection/restoration problems were proposed in Herzberg and Bye
[14], Wayne et al. [15] and Doshi et al. [16] (the last
two works in particular used the concept of fault
event in their formulations). All of them introduced
some kind of heuristic algorithm to solve the
optimization which is different from the simple
decomposition heuristic proposed here. Path reliability was not considered in such previous work. The
comparison between end-to-end protection and
restoration techniques for the optical networks was
brie¯y pointed out in Yates and Doverspike [6],
where no route optimization but simple shortest path
algorithms seems to be used, and in Bala et al. [17]
for the ``on-line'' problem.
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*

*

vi is the generic node in the network topology.
am is the generic directed arc between two
nodes, with an associated capacity Cm.
I
AO
vi , Avi denote respectively the sets of incoming
and outgoing arcs at node vi .
f k is the size of the generic k-th commodity, i.e.,
an indivisible traf®c demand that must be routed
on a single path from its source node to its
destination node. Each commodity path represents the concatenation of one or more crossed
arcs.
Sk , Dk denote respectively the source and
destination nodes of k-th commodity. Note that
more than one commodity can be present
between the same pair of source/destination
nodes.
rmk is a binary variable which is 1 if the active
path for commodity k crosses arc am , 0
otherwise.
r km is a binary variable which is 1 if the backup
path for commodity k crosses arc am , 0
otherwise.

In order to model the impact of failures, we introduce
the following objects:
*

*

*

*

Ee is the e-th fault event. Each fault event
represents the simultaneous failure of one or
more network elements such as links, nodes, etc.
(see discussion in Section 2.2).
pe is the occurrence probability associated to
fault event Ee .
Fe is the set of arcs which are interrupted due to
the occurrence of fault event Ee .
fke is a continous non-negative support variable.
In the ®nal solution it is driven to assume value 1
if the active path for commodity k is interrupted
due to the occurrence of fault event Ee , 0
otherwise (see Section 2.4).
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xkm e is a continous non-negative support
variable. In the ®nal solution it is driven to
assume value 1 if the commodity k is switched
onto arc am due to the occurrence of fault event
Ee (i.e., if the active path for commodity k is
interrupted by event Ee and its backup path
includes arc am ), 0 otherwise.

When particularizing the above model to the context
of an optical networks, each node vi represents an
OXC, each arc am a ®ber or a bundle of ®bers, and
each commodity a lightpath. The arc (®ber) capacity
res
Cm , as well as the variables Cact
m and Cm introduced in
the following, are expressed in terms of the (integer)
number of available lambdas, while the commodity
size f k  1 Vk. When needed (mostly in Section 2.6)
we will use the symbol am to denote the ®ber
opposite to am in a ®ber pair, i.e., if am is the ®ber
carrying the lambdas directed from v1 to v2 , then am
is the associated ®ber carrying the lambdas in the
reverse direction from v2 to v1 .
The network topology, the ®ber capacities, the set
of lightpaths that must be established and the set of
fault events to be protected against are assigned and
represent the input for our con®guration problem. The
output will be given by the active and backup paths
for each lightpath.
2.2 Network Failures and Fault Events
Each fault event Ee has an associated set of arcs Fe ,
which is logically similar to the concept of shared risk
link group introduced by IETF [10,11]. The possibility of having multiple failures is due to the fact that
not all the ®ber pairs are deployed in full spatial
diversity, i.e., some of them can share a common
conduit for some section of their length. The provider
must specify the set of fault events against which he/
she wants to enforce protection/restoration. It is
assumed that at most one single fault event can be
in act at any time, but a single fault event can embed
multiple contemporary points of failure. Each fault
event Ee is also associated to a probability pe, which
can be estimated by the network operator from the
knowledge of the real network. For example, the
probability that a cut occurrs onto a conduit affects all
the ®bers deployed within it, and in general depends
on the length and on the physical conditions of the
conduit itself, such as, for example, the exposure to
external agents (regarding this point the operator can
group the conduits into a small number of classes with

different reliability grades). Similarly, the probability
that a cut occurr onto a ®ber (which also affect the
active paths in the associated ®ber pair, as discussed in
Section 2.6) in general depends on the type of ®ber
and on the condition of the surrounding conduit. By
de®ning a certain number of elementary faults events
such as for example:
*

*

*

the probability of a cut along a unitary length
element (e.g., 1 km) of a conduit of a certain
class h;
the probability of a cut along a unitary length
element of a ®ber of a certain type t within a
conduit of class h;
the probability of a failure on a ®ber termination.

and from the knowledge of the physical topology and
deployments, the network operator can easily produce
a rough modelization of the whole potential failures
scenario in terms of a set of fault events and
associated probabilities. The details of the process
of modelization of the whole set of potential failures is
out of the focus of this paper. Nevertheless a simple
examplary modelization is given in Section 4 for the
sample topology of Fig. 1.
The output of such process is a complete set of
faults events, which in turn is an input for the
optimization problems given in Section 2.

2.3 About the Optimization Objective
When con®guring active and backup paths for an
optical network prone to failures, the operator has
arguably the following objectives:
Ob.1 to minimize the global amount of lambdas used
by active paths (denoted by Cact
m ).
Ob.2 to minimize the global amount of lambdas
reserved for backup paths (denoted by Cres
m ).
Ob.3 to minimize the impact of failures on traf®c.
The ®rst two objectives are quite standard and
compare in several previous works on route optimization in WDM networks. As regards the second
objective, we recall that each network arc am does
not only support active paths but also backup paths,
and it must reserve a certain amount of resources to be
used by backup paths in case of failure.1 It is desirable
to reserve as few resources as possible for backup
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paths on each link: this is the ultimate scope of sharing
them among different active circuits.
Let us now focus on the third objective. We
consider that the network elements (e.g., links) have
different associated reliability grades, so that the
probability of incurring in a failure is not the same for
all of them. It would be desirable to route the traf®c
over the more reliable links, minimizing the amount
of traf®c on the links with a higher fault hazard. Of
course all the protected traf®c is guaranteed a backup
path, included those commodities using risky links.
Nevertheless, it is reasonable to expect that in practice
switching from the active to the backup path in
response to a failure is not a completely painless
operation, as it is likely that a certain amount of traf®c
is lost during the switching onto the backup path. In
order to minimize the impact of failures on network
traf®c we introduce the following term in the
objective function to be minimized:
P
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2.4 MILP Formulation for Shared-Path
Restoration
The general MILP formulation for shared-path
restoration is now presented, followed by the
discussion about its constraints. The cost function to
be minimized includes a combination of terms related
to the three objectives discussed above.
Minimize

Vk; vi  Sk ;

Vk; e; m [ Fe ;

fke  r km  1
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rmk  0

rmk  0

X

r km  1

Cact
m 

The P term relates to the probability that a traf®c unit
incurs in a failure during its transmission through the
network, or equivalently it represents the expected
mean value of traf®c involved in a failure: it depends
on the reliability of the active paths, which in turn
depends on the number of crossed arcs and on their
fault probability.

X

Vm;

Vk; m;
Vk; e;

0  xkm e  1 Vk; e; m 6 [ Fe :

10a
10b
10c

The variables of the optimization are the binary
routing variables rmk and r km and the continous support
variables fke and xkm . Constraints (1) are network ¯ows
constraints for the active path of each traf®c
commoditiy. In particular (1a) and (1b) refer to the
commodity source and destination nodes respectively,
while (1c) to the remaining intermediate nodes.
Similarly, constraints (2) are network ¯ows constraints for the backup paths. Constraint (3), together
with bound (10b), forces the support variable fke to be
1 if the active path for commodity k includes at least
one arc subject to interruption due to event Ee ,
otherwise it will tend to be 0 due to the fact that it
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compares in the cost function to be minimized. Thus
fke in the ®nal solution will be driven to:

fke ? max rmk
Vk; e
11
m [ Fe

which is 1 if the active path for the generic commodity
k is affected by fault event Ee , 0 otherwise. Constraint
(4) avoids that, for the generic commodity k, the
backup path includes any arc subject to be interrupted
by the fault events affecting its primary path. To
explain how constraint (4) works, assume for example
that fault event Ex breaks two links a1 and a2 , i.e.,
Fx  fa1 ; a2 g. If the primary path of commodity k
does not cross a1 nor a2 , in the optimal solution it will
be fkx  0. In this case, constraint (4) will reduce to
r kj

1

to the right-hand term of (12). Constraints (6) de®nes
the amount of active lambdas on the generic arc am ,
i.e., the sum of traf®c demands crossing it during
normal fault free operation. Similarly, constraint (7)
de®nes the amount of lambdas Cres
m e that are needed
on arc am to recovery from fault event Ee , for those
arcs which are not affected by Ee itself. Constraint (8)
res
res
drives the value of Cres
m to Cm ? maxe fCm eg, thus
it de®nes the total amount of resources reserved for
backup paths on arc am . Together with constraint (9) it
expresses the sharing condition: each link am must
have enough available lambdas Cm to support at the
same time:2
*

j  1; 2

which is not limiting as the r kj are binary. On the
contrary, if the primary path of commodity k crosses
a1 or a2 or both, we will have fkx  1, and accordingly
constraint (4) will reduce to:
1  r kj  1 , r kj  0

j  1; 2

as the r kj are binary. That means the backup path for
commodity k can not include arcs a1 , a2 .
Constraint (5) drives the support variables xkm e in
the ®nal solution to:
xkm e ? fke ? r km :

*

12

The right-hand term of (12) takes unitary value iff the
primary path of commodity k is interrupted by event
Ee ? fke  1 and its backup path includes arc am
? r km  1, in other words if the commodity k will be
switched onto arc am due to the occurrence of fault
event Ee . Unfortunately, a product of variables
compares in the right-hand term of (12), thus an
explicit constraint in this form would break the
linearity of the whole formulation. In order to
preserve the linearity, we used the constraint (5)
along with bound (10c) to drive the value of the xkm e
in the optimal solution as expressed by (12). In fact, if
fke or r km or both are null, constraint (5) reduces to
xkm e  x with x [ f0; 1g, which is not limiting as it
is logically implied by (10c). Alternatively, if fke and
r km are both non null, they both must be unitary in the
®nal solution: in facts r km is binary, and fke is driven to
either value 0 or 1 because of relation (11). In this last
case, constraint (5) reduces to xkm e  1, which
together with (10c) imposes xkm e  1. In both
cases, we showed that the value of xkm e converges

the sum of traf®c demands relevant to the
commodities whose active path includes arc
am , i.e., Cact
m .
for each single fault event Ee , the sum of traf®c
demands relevant to the commodities whose
backup path includes arc am and whose active
path is interrupted by the occurrence of Ee , i.e.,
Cres
m e.

As regards the objective function to be minimized,
note that the last term in the cost function is the P
term introduced in Section 2.3 and related to the
reliability of the whole active paths con®guration.
Finally, parameters s1 , s2 and s3 are cost coef®cients
that can be varied to tune the tradeoff between the
various cost terms.
2.5 MILP formulation for 1:1 Protection
The MILP formulation for 1:1 protection is simpler
than those for the shared-path protection. In facts
variables xkm e and Cres
m e and the related constraints
can be eliminated: their role was to allow the sharing
of lambdas reserved for backup paths, and at the same
time to restrict the sharing only between demands
whose active circuits do not have any common point
of failure. With 1: 1 protection there is no sharing at
all. Thus the MILP formulation for 1: 1P can be
derived from that given above for the SPR as follows:
*
*
*

eleminate variables xkm e and Cres
m e,
drop constraint (5) and bound (10c),
drop constraints (7) and (8) and replace them
with the following:
X
Cres
f k ? r km Vm:
13
m 
k
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2.6 Particularization to the Case of Bidirectional
Symmetric Circuits on Fiber Pairs (BSC-FB)
The above formulation is well suited to model an
optical network with independent unidirectional
circuits (referred to as IUC case for short), where
each optical circuit from S to D is composed of a
single unidirectional lighpath from S to D which is
completely independent from all the other lightpaths,
included those from D to S if any.
Anyway nowadays equipments mostly implement
bidirectional symmetric circuits on ®ber pairs
(referred to as BSC-FB case for short): that means
that ®bers are deployed in pairs (say am and am ) of
equal capacity, that each circuit between nodes S and
D is composed of two unidirectional lightpaths
lp1 : S ? D and lp2 : D ? S. If lp1 is supported by a
lambda in am then lp2 is supported by a lambda in am
in the opposite direction. In other words lp1 and lp2
paths are always symmetrical and supported by ®ber
pairs. With this constraint, if a failure occurs in am , not
only lp1 but also lp2 must be rerouted on its backup
path. A ®rst consequence is that any failure affecting
am also indirectly affects am and vice-versa. This
fact has an impact in the de®nition of the fault events:
in facts for a generic fault event Ee either both
am ; am  or none of them must compare in the set of
affected links Fe , and the associated probability pe
must account for the probability that at least one link
out of am ; am  is faulted.
The formulation presented above are well suited to
handle the basic IUC case. Some modi®cations are
required to handle the BSC-FB case. Two different
strategies are possible. The ®rst strategy is to associate
to each optical circuit k (bidirectional) between S and
D a pair of commodities f k  : S ? D and
f k : D ? S, each of them representing a unidirectional lightpath in opposite directions, and to impose
path symmetry by adding the following constraints to
the formulation (recall that am denotes the ®ber
opposite to am in the ®ber pair):


rmk  rmk ;


r km  r km

14a
Vk ? m:

14b

A second strategy is to associate to each optical circuit
k (bidirectional) just a single commodity (e.g.,
f k : S ? D) representing one of the two involved
unidirectional lightpaths, to replace constraints (6)
with:

Cact
m 

X
k

f k ? rmk  rmk



Vm

15

and to replace constraint (7) (in case of SPR) or (13)
(in case of 1:1P) respectively with:
X

Cres
f k ? xkm e  xkm e
m e 
k

Ve; m 6 [ Fe
Cres
m 

X
k

f k ? r km  r km

16


Vm:

17

Note that the terms in brackets in the above
equations must take value 0 or 1, as each generic
commodity k can not traverse both am and am .
In our experiments we followed the second
strategy, as it is simpler and produces a lighter
problem instantiation. In facts it does not introduce
further constraints onto the formulation and it halves
the number of commodities to be allocated, along with
the associated routing variables.
2.7 Differentiated Protection
By imposing that all the traf®c demands must be
protected against all the possible fault events, we
implicitely assume that node failures can not affect
those nodes that are source or destination of at least
one traf®c demand. This is a reasonable assumption in
practice, as it is likely that traf®c originator nodes are
duplicated. Anyway, if we want to consider the
possibility that a failure occurr on node O, we will be
able to protect from such an event all the traf®c
demands except those having node O as an end-point.
Conversely, each demand is protected against a subset
of whole set of possible fault events. In other cases,
the operator could wish to offer full protection against
single and multiple failures to some demands (e.g.,
circuits used by special customers), and a reduced
level of protection (e.g., only against single failures or
even a subset of them) to others. In all such cases each
speci®c demand k must be protected against a speci®c
subset of fault events (denoted by Pk  fEe g) which
can differ from those associated to other demands.
The formulations provided above are committed to
protect all the traf®c demands against all the possible
fault events. Anyway, with just a slight modi®cation
they can be adapted to cope with the case that an
operator is willing to differentiate the level of offered
protection on a per-demand basis. For sake of space
we do not rewrite the formulations, but rather give
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guidelines on how they should be modi®ed. In
particular, the constraints (3), (4) and (5) for the
generic k-th commodity must be applied not over the
whole set of faults events, but only over the subset Pk :
Vk; e; m [ Fe

? Vk; e [ Pk ; m [ Fe :

Note that if Pk is empty, the k demand is not protected
at all. In this case we can simply drop the backup route
variables r km from the problem.

3

Support Heuristics

The MILP formulation for SPR can not be solved in
acceptable time in one shot for network sizes beyond a
few nodes. In order to attack larger networks, we
developed a resolution process based on a decomposition heuristic (according to the taxonomy found in
Larsen et al. [18]) which is described in the following.
Using decomposition heuristic the overall resolution
process goes through the succession of optimization
of smaller sub-problems. A sub-problem is an
instantiation of the complete problem in which only
a subset of the variablesÐin our case the routing
variables for a subset of demands of cardinality B
(block size)Ðare optimized at each iteration, while
the rest of variables are ®xed. Each sub-problem is
then resolved using the classical branch-and-bound
resolution technique [19] by means of a generic linear
optimization tool (CPLEX [20] in our case). We set
the solver parameters to stop the optimization of each
subproblem within 2% of the duality gap (i.e., the
difference between the best feasible solution found
and the lower bound obtained by relaxing the
integrality constraints), or within a maximum time
limit of 30 minutes. Note that when B  D (D denotes
the total number of demands) the full optimization
process is run in one shot, i.e., no decomposition is
applied. The value of parameter B is critical: it is
expected that when it increases, the quality of the suboptimal solution improves, but the resolution time
increases.
The decomposition heuristic algorithm that we
developed (hereafter referred to as DEH) consists of
two phases: Initial allocation and solution re®nement,
both embedding several iterations. At each generic
iteration n, three disjoint subsets of commodities can
be individuated:

*

*

*

FCUR n the set of commodities currently under
optimization: the rmk and r km for such commodities are the variables of the current subproblem.
FPAS n the set of commodities which have been
already allocated in previous blocks. The rmk and
r km for such commodities are kept ®xed to their
last value in the current sub-problem.
FFUT n the set of commodities which have not
yet allocated at all. For such commodities in the
current sub-problem the routing variables rmk and
r km are set to 0, and the associated network ¯ow
constraints are canceled.

At each iteration, the new set FCUR n must be picked,
and the other sets updated as follows:
FPAS n  FPAS n
F

FUT

n  F

FUT

n

1 [ FCUR n
1 n F

CUR

1;

n:

Such subsets are used in the DEH algorithm, which is
composed of 2 phases:
*

*

Phase 1ÐInitial allocation. Allocate the commodities in blocks of size B1 , until all the
commodities have been allocated. At each
iteration n, let FCUR n take B1 randomly
selected3 commodities in FFUT n 1. At the
end of this phase (total of N1  dD=B1 e
iterations), FFUT n reduces to the null set and
all the demands have been allocated in a suboptimal solution.
Phase 2ÐSolution re®nement. The second
phase attempts at improving the solution, in a
total of N2 iterations. At each iteration n, let
FCUR n take B2 randomly selected3 commodities in FPAS n 1.

We remark that the accurate ®ne-tuning of the DEH
algorithm is out of the scope of this paper. We are
aware that for particular casesÐe.g., ring-based,
regularly meshed topologies, and in general any
network with some particular property of symmetryÐthe heuristic algorithm can be re®ned, or
better optimized, in order to exploit some special
topological properties and achieve better solutions.
Nevertheless, in this paper we are not interested to
cover any particular case, and we do not make any
assumption about the underlying network topology.
Rather, the MILP formulations and the simple DEH
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algorithm provided here are meant to be as general as
possible, and serve as a basis for comparison between
SPR and 1:1P schemes for a generally meshed optical
network.
4

Numerical Results

4.1 Scenarios
We considered the sample network topologies shown
in Figs 1 and 2. The former will be referred to as REG
due to its regularity, while the latter represents the
NSF network already used in Sivarajan and
Ramaswami [13] and Mukherjee and Banerjee [12].
We consider networks with bidirectional symmetric
circuits on ®ber pairs (BSC-FB case). In both ®gures
each node is a OXC and each link represents a ®ber
pair.
As regards the fault events for the REG network,
for sake of simplicity we consider the simple case that
each vertical and horizontal link traverses two
conduits, while the diagonal links m and n traverses
three conduits. A conduit can be eventually shared by

two links, as is the case for links (b±m), (m±p), (l±n),
(n±o). We denote by a the probability that a cut occurs
in a single conduit (regardless of its length), and by b
the probability that a cut occurrs along a single ®ber
and/or at its termination. Note that in the BSC-FB case
each link (say a) represents a ®ber pair, and a failure
on a single ®ber (e.g., a1 ) affects also the availability
of its associate ®ber a2 in the pair, as it was discussed
in Section 2.6. From this simpli®ed model we derive
the probabilities for each possible fault eventÐ18 in
totalÐfor the REG topology of Fig. 1:
*

*

*

Fig. 2. NSF topology.

exclusive failure of link
x x [ fa; c; d; e; f ; g; h; ig:
Fx  fx1 ; x2 g; px %2b  2a;
exclusive failure of link y y [ fl; o; p; m; ng:
Fy  fy1 ; y2 g; py %2b  a;
contemporary failure of links (b±m) (same
applies to link pairs (m±p), (l±n) and (n±o)):
Fbm  fb1 ; b2 ; m1 ; m2 g; pbm %a.

In our experiments we set a  0:004 and b  0:001.
As regards the fault events for the NSF topology,
we considered a total of 24 fault events: one fault
event for the exclusive failure of each link (with
probabilities px  0:01 for x [ fc; d; e; f ; g; h; n; o; p;
q; r; s; t; zg, py  0:02 for y [ fi; l; m; u; vg and
pa  pb  0:03) plus three fault events for the
contemporary failure of link pairs (b±r), (c±d) and
(n±i) (with probability pbr  pcd  pni  0:01). Such
set of faults events (21 single-link failures  3 twolinks failures) will be denoted by F3. In order to
investigate the impact of the structure of the fault
event set on the achievable performances (Table 3) we
repeated the experiments for the NSF network with
two further different sets:
*

Fig. 1. REG topology.

417

*

F0 : only includes the 21 single-link failures, no
two-links failure;
F6 : includes the 24 events of F3 plus three
further two-links failures on links (a±u), (t±u)
and (l±m) (with probability 0.01 each)

The traf®c demand for the REG network is composed
of 40 bidirectional circuits: a full mesh of demands
between any node pair (36 demands) plus four
additional demands betwen nodes 0±5, 0±8, 1±6 and
3±5.
The set of traf®c demands for the NSF network is a
full mesh of demands between any node pair (total of
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91 bidirectional circuits). It can be seen that the
shortest path distance SP between demand endpoints
is between 1 and 3 hops, as the network diameter is 3.
Accordingly this set of demands is denoted by
D 1; 2; 3. In order to investigate the impact of the
structure of the global traf®c demand on the
achievable performances (Table 4) we repeated the
experiments for the NSF network with two further
different demand sets with the same cardinality (91
demands) but with different distributions of SP
distance:
*

*

*

D 1; 2; 3: one demand between each node
pair.
D 2; 3: starting from D 1; 2; 3 all the demands
between endpoints with SP  1 were randomly re-distributed between endpoints with
SP  2; 3.
D 3: starting from D 2; 3 all the demands
between endpoints with SP  2 were randomly
re-distributed between endpoints with SP  3.

For all the experiments the optimization parameters
were: Cm  40 Vm; s1  s2  1; s3  50.
4.2 Results
We solved the optimal con®guration problem for both
the SPR and 1 : 1P schemes. We implemented the
MILP formulations and the decomposition heuristics
discussed in Section 3 with AMPL [21], and used
CPLEX [20] as the resolution tool. For the 1 : 1P
problem the decomposition heuristic was not used, as
the optimum of the full complete problem was found
within few seconds: thus the values shown in the
tables for 1: 1P are optimal. For the SPR formulation
instead, the optimal value could not be achieved due
to the much greater complexity of the formulation.
Thus we used the DEH algorithm described in Section
3 with parameters B1  B2  10, and N2  2 ? N1 . For
each network we run ®ve different experiments, each
one with a different (random) ordering of demands
allocation within the DEH algorithm. The CPLEX
parameters was set to stop each iterationÐi.e., the
optimization of each sub-problemÐwhenever a
solution within 2% of the duality gap was reached,
or in any case at the time limit of 1800 seconds. The
resolution time was in the order of 20071100
seconds for most iterations, and the time limit was
reached only in few cases.

The values obtained for the cost function and its
component terms are shown in Tables 1 and 2
respectively for the two considered networks. It can
be seen that the ®nal cost values (sub-optimal) for the
different experiments are quite stable, which comforts
about the goodness of the solution.
A ®rst result is that in the 1 : 1P the number of
lambdas reserved for backup paths is larger than those
used for active paths: about 150% for both the
topologies. This is explained by noting that often the
shortest available paths are taken by the active
circuits, while the backup circuits are pushed onto
longer routes: in facts shorter active paths means less
crossed links, consequently a smaller probability of
path failure and thus a higher degree of reliability. In
other words, shorter paths are in general more reliable,
thus leading to smaller values for the P term in the
objective function to be minimized. Therefore shorter
paths are preferred for active circuits, and backup
circuits must be moved away to preserve disjointedness.
Consider for example the case of the ¯ow between
nodes 0±9 shown in Fig. 3. The shortest path distance
between the endpoints is SP 0; 9  1, and there is
only a single shortest path between the endpoints.
Thus, if the active circuit lays on the shortest path, the
backup circuit must move away onto some longer one:
in the speci®c case the length of the packup circuit is
as large as six!
Anyway in some other cases the active circuit can
take a longer route than the backup one, particularly
when heterogeneity in the fault probabilities cause a
longer path to be more reliable than a shorter one
crossing poorly reliable links. This is e.g., the case of
¯ow between nodes 2±10 in Fig. 3, for which the
active path is 3 hops long and has an associated failure
probability of 0.03, while the backup path is just 2
hops long but with a higher failure probability 0.04.
Note that, as the probabilities associated to faults are
tipically small, the failure probability of a path (p in
the ®gure) can be approximated by the sum of the
probabilities associated to the fault events which
affect at least one of its links.
In order to have a global view of the selected routes,
we reported in the plane of Fig. 4 the distributions of
active vs. backup path length (as the number of
crossed links) for each demand in the NSF network,
both for 1 : 1P (above) and SPR (below), along with
the indication of the shortest path distance between
its end-points SP. Different SP distances are
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Table 1. Cost components values for the REG network.
1 : 1P

Cact
Cres
s3 ? P
Ctot

SPR

opt

exp.1

exp.2

exp.3

exp.4

exp.5

158
234
40.5
432.5

162
90
41.1
293.1

156
96
40.2
292.2

160
90
40.8
290.8

156
94
40.2
290.2

160
92
40.8
292.8

Table 2. Cost components values for the NSF network.
1 : 1P

Cact
Cres
s3 P
Ctot

SPR

opt

exp.1

exp.2

exp.3

exp.4

exp.5

414
658
158
1230

410
224
173
807

408
222
169.5
799.5

404
230
169
803

404
228
167.5
799.5

406
228
165.5
799.5

Table 3. NSF topology: cost components values for different fault events sets.
F3

F0

Cact
Cres
s3 ? P
Ctot
Cres =Cact %

F6

1 : 1P

SPR

1 : 1P

SPR

1 : 1P

SPR

408
644
137.5
1189.5
158%

402
186
69
657
46%

414
658
158
1230
137%

406
226
168.9
800.9
56%

412
688
182.5
1282.5
167%

407
250
192
849
61%

Table 4. NSF topology: cost components values for different traf®c demands sets.
D 1; 2; 3

Cact
Cres
s3 ? P
Ctot
Cres
Cact %

D 2; 3

D 3

1 : 1P

SPR

1 : 1P

SPR

1 : 1P

SPR

414
658
158
1230
159%

406
226
168.9
800.9
56%

481
658
182.5
1321.5
137%

470
262
195.8
927.8
56%

572
708
220.5
1500.5
124%

577
294
240
1111
51%

distinguished by different symbols, while the number
within the symbol represents the number of demands
with the same active/backup path lengths. For
example from the lower graph it can be seen that in
the solution for the SPR problem there were 17
demands with an active path of length 3 and a backup
path of length 4, of which 2 with SP  2 and 15 with
SP  3). From Fig. 4 it can be seen that the backup

paths tend to be longer than the active ones, in both
SPR and 1 : 1P.
Let's now compare the results for 1: 1P and SPR
schemes. From Tables 1 and 2 we see that the number
of reserved lambdas (for backup paths) is dramatically
smaller with SPR than with 1: 1P (the ratio
1
Cres SPR = Cres 1:1P is about 34% for NSF and
39% for REG), which is an expected result. Also we
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Fig. 3. Active and backup paths for sample demands in the solution
of 1 : 1P problem (with D 1; 2; 3 and F3 ; p is the path failure
probability).

note that the other two terms of the cost function (Cact ,
P) remains substantially unchanged: as both these
terms are related to the active circuits routing, we can
conclude that the con®guration of active paths is
poorly impacted by the adopted protection/restoration
scheme. Instead, from the graphs in Fig. 4 it can be

Fig. 4. Active vs. backup path lengths (1 : 1P above, SPR below).

seen that backup paths tends to be longer with SPR
than with 1 : 1P. On the other hand, as in the SPR
scheme each reserved lambda serves more than one
backup circuit, longer backup paths does not mean
more reserved lambdas. Longer backup circuits is the
price one have to pay to reuse as many reserved
lambdas as possible in order to save them.4
The trend to have backup paths longer than active
ones is further stressed when protection against
multiple link failures is considered, as is our case.
Consider for example what happens in the optimal
con®guration solution to the demand between nodes
0±9 in the NSF topology (refer to Fig. 3). Beyond the
shortest path of length 1 P0  h0±9i (direct link),
an alternative path of length 5 would be available
P1  h0±7±6±4±10±9i, but the backup circuit can not
use it due to the presence of a fault event which
contemporarely impacts links 9±10 and 9±0 (i.e., the
active path). In other words the two paths P0 and P1
are disjoint only from the topological point of view,
but not from the point of view of faults. Thus, the
backup circuit had to move on a further longer path,
P2  h 0±7±6±4±3±2±9i which is fully disjoint from
the active one.
Intuitively, the larger is the number of faults
associated to multiple link failures, the more resources
(lambdas) are needed to protect the network. In facts
any such event introduces further restrictions on the
routing of the active and backup paths for each
demand, which must be failure-disjoint. In order to
evaluate the impact of multiple failures on the lambda
consumption we repeated the experiments for NSF
with the three different sets of fault events described
above: Fx , where x [ f0; 3; 6g is the number of events
causing double links failures. The results are reported
in Table 3 (SPR values averaged over ®ve experiments). It can be seen that while the number of active
lambdas is substantially unchanged, the amount of
reserved lambdas increases with x, in both 1 : 1P and
SPR. Also we note that such an increase is relatively
larger for SPR (from 186 with F0 to 250 with F6 , i.e.,
 34%) than for 1: 1P (from 644 to 688, only  7%).
From the graphs in Fig. 4 it can be seen that with
1: 1P the gap in the hop length between backup and
active paths for a generic demand tends to be smaller
when the SP distance between its endpoints increases.
In facts in a generally meshed topology the number of
equal cost shortest paths between two nodes is larger
if the two nodes are topologically distant from each
other. Thus one can expect that the structure of the set
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of traf®c demands has an impact on the utilization of
active/backup lambdas. In order to investigate on that
we repeated the experiments with the NSF network by
changing the set of traf®c demands. We used the three
demands sets D 1; 2; 3, D 2; 3, D 3 described
above, with a constant number of demands (91) but
with different distributions of the SP distance between
the endpoints. The results are shown in Table 4 (SPR
values averaged over ®ve experiments). As expected,
more lambdas (both active and reserved) are
employed when the number of ``long'' demands
increases (from D 1; 2; 3 to D 3), while the total
saving of lambdas obtained with SPR with respect
to 1: 1P, i.e., the ratio 1
Cact  Cres SPR =
Cact  Cres 1:1P , decreases from 41% to 32%.
The presented results globally show that with SPR
schemes a sensible saving in reserved lambdas can be
achieved with respect to 1 : 1P.
5

Conclusions and Further Work

We provided novel MILP formulations for the
problem of off-line optimal routing of active and
backup circuits, in both 1 : 1 protection and sharedpath restoration schemes. An important feature of our
model is the capability to handle events causing
mutliple contemporary failures, which is a recognized
problem in real world optical networks. This is
achieved by the concept of fault event. More
generally, the model presented in this paper gives
the network operator a great ¯exibility in the
representation of the potential failures, achieved
through the de®nition of a fault events set with
associated probabilities.
An optimization objective related to the path
reliability was als introduced. Furthermore, we
showed how differentiated levels of protection can
be provided on a per-demand basis by associating
speci®c subsets of fault events to each demand.
In this paper we exploited the proposed formulations to carry a performances comparison between the
1 : 1 protection and shared-path restoration schemes.
We showed how the resources consumption is
impacted by factors such as the demand structure
and the failures structure. We found that the relative
resources saving with SPR is sensible, and it should be
preferred to 1 : 1P provided that the achievable
recovery delayÐmainly the time needed to set up a
backup circuitÐis within the acceptable limit.
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This paper was focused on end-to-end protection/
restoration schemes. Further work could extend the
MILP-based formulations given here to address
different survivability techniques such as e.g., perhop restoration, or joint protection/restoration at the
optical and at the IP layer.
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Notes
1. It is possible for the operator to reuse such resources to carry
traf®c that does not require to be protected, e.g., best effort traf®c:
in case of failure it will be preempted by the backup circuits for
protected traf®c. Being subject to pre-emption, such reserved
bandwidth can be considered as a second choice resource.
2. We are assuming that all the links are subject to potential failure,
so that the active and backup paths for each demand must be
completely disjoint. In case that some link (say m*) is not subject
to any fault event, our formulation correctly does not avoid that
for some demand (say k*) both active and backup paths use that
link, but still it associates to such demand k* two lambdas in the
®nal solution on that link: one for the active and one for the
backup circuit. This is a redundancy, as actually one single
lambda will be used by k* on link m* in any case. Such behavior
can be patched in various ways (e.g., post-processing the ®nal
solution). As we expect that such cases are quite rare in practice,
we do not consider further this feature in the rest of the paper.
3. Further possible re®nements could consider the shortest path
distance between endpoints and/or other topological factors
(e.g., source/destination nodes degree) to induce some particular
ordering.
4. In some cases this can lead to very long backup paths, as for
example for the rightmost demand in Fig. 4Ðbelow with SP  1
and backup path of length 9. In order to limit the backup path
length for SPR one could re®ne the formulation given in Section
2, e.g., by adding an explicit constraint in the form
P
k
by adding a further cost
m rm  Lmax Vk,
Por alternatively
k
term related to
in the objective function to be
m rm
minimized.
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